Course Materials

- **Casebook**: Funk, Shapiro, & Weaver, *Administrative Procedure and Practice* (6th Edition or 6th Edition, Revised). If you are using the original 6th Edition, your book is missing one section of the Administrative Procedure Act reprinted in the Appendix.\(^1\) That is the only difference between the two editions.

- **The Course web site** is on Canvas ([https://vermontlaw.instructure.com](https://vermontlaw.instructure.com)) and you will receive an email invitation to join this course. I will use Canvas to communicate with you, post relevant materials, and prompt or continue class discussions. Virtual classes will be held over Microsoft Teams or Zoom. Links to upcoming class meetings and recorded past classes will be posted here as well. The Canvas Admin Law course site will have the most current course information.

**Reading Assignments for Week 1**

**Introduction to Administrative Governance**

January 12 – Chapter 1, sections A&B (pp. 1 – 27)

January 14 – Chapter 1, sections C and D (pp. 27 – 37)
  Research and prepare answers to Hypos 1-1 through 1-4

Much of this course is constructed around the federal Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ 500, *et seq.* The APA is reprinted in the casebook, beginning ~ p. 845. Where your readings cite to provisions of the APA, you please review those passages in the statute itself. Often a cited or quoted passage will make more sense when viewed in its statutory context.

---

\(^1\) Which section is missing? The publisher won’t say.